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“Every flower is a soul blossoming in nature.”

HOW CAN YOU

How to show appreciation for and recognition of the people you
care about most? This is how...

EXPRESS LOVE
AS A

LEADER

HERE IS WHAT YOU CAN SAY WHEN YOU WILL BECOME ONE...


























LEADERSHIP

GÉRARD DE NERVAL, FRENCH WRITER AND POET

I appreciate you.
You’re a necessary piece to this puzzle.
You are one of the reasons for our success.
You’re the heart and soul of this team.
It’s your careful attention to detail that makes you so special.
I appreciate your dedicated commitment.
Is there anything I can do to help?
I admire your honesty
Thank you for being such a dedicated and valuable employee.
I value your wisdom.
I am thankful for you.
Your service exceeded all expectations.
You can count on me.
I sincerely appreciate all your hard work and dedication.
You have taught me so much.
You are absolutely amazing.
Whatever the task, you always find a way to get it done.
You set the course for the rest of us. I appreciate you.
You inspire me.
Thanks for all your extra effort.
Your attention to detail puts you at the top.
You have been extremely helpful.
Words can’t describe how much you are appreciated.
You are very important to us.

 Your personal commitment to quality is obvious in everything you do.
 You give me courage.
 You have a winner’s attitude.
 Your commitment to excellence has inspired others.
 The insights you share are extremely helpful.
 I have faith in you.
 I'm sending you this article because I though you would
appreciate it.
 You are one of a kind.
 We’ll figure it out together.
 We make a good team.
 You’ve got what we need.
 I feel comfortable taking risks when you are around.
 Your positivity is contagious.
 You are a great asset.
 If anyone deserves thanks, it's you.
 You contribute in so many meaningful ways.
 Mistakes happen--we all learn from them.
 Your whatever-it-takes attitude has made all the difference in
this effort.
 I want to acknowledge your extra effort.
 You did an excellent job.
 You’re doing great—don’t give up.

Many people believe that love doesn’t belong in
leadership. But experts have found that when leaders
love their team, their team loves them back. They
remain loyal, they respect each other, they trust each
other. It is the kindness you show and the
appreciation you express that lets people know you
value them. Each time you say I love you, you are
letting people know you care. Take the time today to
tell someone “I appreciate you” and express your
love to them

The Relationship Between LQ & Trust
Trust is essential for taking action and love is the secret ingredient that supports and enables trust
DELEGATION AS A BENEFIT OF TRUST
One of the areas in which leaders
need to demonstrate more trust, but
also lack it, is having team members
take over responsibilities or operate independently. Fear of
delegation holds a leader back. There is a fear that things
won’t get done right or to our level of perfection. This lack of
trust can be rooted in fear. But leaders need to better this.

F

or leaders, understanding the relationship between love and
trust will help to accelerate
the power of trust in our
lives. High trust relationships take time to build but
once these are in place things
can move very quickly. When
we are coming from a loving
place, when we have a high
LQ (love quotient), trust can
actually be developed much
more quickly because our intent, who we are, can be felt
and trusted. Trust is one of
the most elusive qualities of
our time and yet it is one of
the most crucial.

TRUST AND FORGIVENESS ARE INSEPARABLE
Ex-Microsoft honcho Bill Gates, is a well known example
of a forgiving boss who has successfully created
a positive corporate culture. He has
most notably given second chances to
executives who have been stolen from
him, forgiven his partners whenever
they are at fault...

In this TED talk, John Clarkson, former CEO of
The Boston Consulting Group, creates
various musical analogies for strong
leadership. He goes through a few
comparisons, pointing out what does
and doesn’t work with
them, before settling
on one that makes so
much sense.

Dan Ariely, “What Makes Us Feel Good
About Our Work?”

“The best way to learn if you can trust somebody is to trust them,”
said Ernest Hemingway. There are some people that operate from a
place of “I’m not going to give you any trust until you’ve earned it” and
then the other extreme is “I trust you completely until you have shown
me otherwise”. There is a healthy middle road that can be taken.

Shawn Achor, “The Happy
Secret To Better Work”

All of us have, at one point, wondered what
exactly it is that’s so fulfilling about our life.
Luckily, we have, Dan Ariely, a behavioural
economist, to break it down for us. He
understands that things such as pride
and creativity are as motivating. He
understands that being challenged is
crucial to feeling satisfied at school
and later, at work.

In the same vein as Ariely, psychologist Shawn Achor explores what it
means to be happy in your life.
Surprisingly, he discusses how it isn’t our
work that affects our
happiness, but the
other way around.
Achor believes if we’re
happy, we’re more
inclined to work
harder, meaning our
mindset directly affects our
work. He says this applies for
project work at school too.

Simon Sinek, “Why Good Leaders Make You Feel Safe”
Management theorist Simon Sinek affirms that building and creating trust is the foundation of any good leader, but requires a lot
of responsibility. In this talk, Sinek breaks down how to cultivate
a trusting work environment, and how this environment is crucial
in creating strong workers and leaders.

We should always be on the lookout for new inspiration. Learning
about other people’s experiences, strategies, and ideas about
leadership can generate awesome insight! Here are some TED
talks (available on YouTube) on what makes great leaders
Roselinde Torres, “What It Takes to be A Great Leader”
Torres has spent nearly three decades observing great leaders doing
what they do best, and she’s come up with three questions she
believes are crucial for CEOs to ask in order to be successful. Torres
is focused on what makes a great leader, and though the answer
isn’t black and white, she spends her TED talk breaking down
what does and doesn’t work for leaders in the 21st century.
There are a few poignant points for students too!

Charlene Li, “Efficient Leadership
in the Digital Era”
At a TED event curated in partnership with IBM,
Charlene Li uses her knowledge as a CEO and
Principal Analyst at the Altimeter Group to
explore how we can be better leaders in this
new, digital era. She recognises that innovation and
quick decisions have become more crucial to
become successful than ever before.

SHOW SOME LOVE
TO TROLLS....

S AC R E D
S PAC E
Starting Point

Ajit Varwandkar

I

think life is not just
about living right, it’s
also about dying daily
the right way. Sometimes, I
feel that one complete life is
just like one full day. When
you are born — it’s the
morning, which comes
with a lot of freshness and
energy.
As
the
day
advances, youth prominently takes over and rules
the day till evening or old
age arrives, and finally you
go to sleep.

BAMBOO LESSONS

I like to draw such parallels of days and nights
with life and death. God
has given us an opportunity to experience life and
death every day. Our days
are moments of life and
our nights are phases of
death. The question is, do
you carry forward the
hangover of
sorrows,
struggles, happiness or
other emotions to your next
day? If yes, you did not die
properly
that
night.
Sleeping at night is like

embracing death with
peace and serenity. And it
has to be the art of absolving everyone from blame
and guilt and expressing
gratitude to the universe.
This process of dying
in the night is all about disconnecting with yesterday,
so that one can start afresh
with the available set of
circumstances in the new
day. If yesterday was highly
challenging and stressful
for you, why should your
today suffer? Today is
always a new life, a new
beginning. ■

WAR IS NOT A SOLUTION

The Speaking Tree:How
Bend but don’t
can diversity be promotbreak
ed as something positive?
Be flexible, but firmly rooted ■ Rahul Siddhartha Kiss:
What looks vulnerable
Diversity is present in a lot
is strong
of countries; it’s just that polAllow what comes,
icy, issues, tensions and misto come
trust lead to a lot of ugliFind wisdom
ness. But it’s not the same
in emptiness
in all places. Some societies
Let go of burdens and
are managing diversity betspring back
ter. For instance, in the US,
Commit to continuous growth relations between whites
Express usefulness
and blacks are much better
through being
today than they were in
Readiness is being present
1960s. At one point, there
Strength lies within.
was a lot of tension between
Serbians and Croatians. ToSO SIMPLE
If only people would learn to day their relations have imtalk to one another instead of proved, but in some places,
talking about one another.... things have gotten far worse.
There are radical ideologies
that weren’t there earlier.

Does cultural identity promote mistrust?
■ People identify with
groups, and groups compete.
To not get rid of differences
and still be able to work to-

Dialogue is important
and knowledge is power.
War is no solution at all
gether, it is imperative to
know that dialogue is important and knowledge is
power. War is no solution at
all; it only creates orphans,
loss of lives and livelihoods;
it is slaughter. ■
The San Francisco-based
Rahul Siddhartha Kiss is of
Indo-German-HungarianAmerican descent
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May he give you the desire
of your heart and make
all your plans succeed.
Psalm 20:4

✥

Time is saying to me,
Live and make the most
of every moment.
Dadi Janki

✥
Yesterday I was clever,
so I wanted to change
the world. Today I am
wise, so I am changing
myself.
Jalaluddin Rumi

TATA to hatred
This is how top bosses and leaders manage
their trolls.. a lesson in it for everyone?

http://www.speakingtree.in

A BRAND NEW DAY

When we don’t trust ourselves we’re not going to be
trusting of others. Our relationship with ourselves is
important because we tend
to treat others, the way we
treat ourselves. When there
is a lack of trust or when
there is a violation of trust
or when we haven’t been
kind or loving to ourselves, we typically have
the tendency to treat
others the same way.

HOW MUCH TRUST TO EXTEND AND HOW SOON

TED talks that will help you be a loveable leader
John Clarkson, “How Should A CEO
Lead? A Musical Exploration”

TRUST INTERNALLY TO
TRUST EXTERNALLY

usiness tycoon Ratan Tata
recently took to Instagram
to share a picture of himself after reaching one million followers on the social media site. “I’ve
just seen that the number of people on this page. This
wonderful online family is not what I expected when I
joined Instagram and I have you to thank for it. I believe
that the quality of connections you make in this age of
the internet is far greater than any number. Being a part
of your community and learning from you is truly exciting and makes me very happy and I hope our journey
together continues...” A girl commented on this by writing ‘Chhotu’. People objected to this and trolled her. This
led Tata to respond to the post amicably, teaching people
how to respond to trolls without losing your cool.

The comment he made?
“There is a child in each one of us. Please treat this young
lady with respect”

✥

Be willing to be a beginner
every single morning.
Meister Eckhart

Best ride possible
Business tycoon and philanthropist Anand
Mahindra is a celebrity on Twitter — across
his 10-odd years of tweeting, he’s made us laugh,
inspired us and even helped us out with our
music playlists. A man tried to troll Battista,
the new electric hypercar whose first look was
shared by Mahindra Group chairman Anand
Mahindra. When the man asked “Kitna deti
hai”, (how much mileage does the car give)
Anand gave him a fitting reply. He said: “Shock deti hai”

HOW TO
MARK ZUCKERBERG

Technique: Let’em know
that life is good. Dare we say
that the way James Blunt
deals with Twitter trolls
is...beautiful. With wit and
humour as his weapons,
Troll post on FB:
“Facebook is giving everyone James makes a habit of
the ability to donate, but how answering his online critics.
much is Facebook donating?
Troll tweet:
“James Blunt just has an
Mark’s #clapback:
annoying face and a highly
“'I personally donated
irritating voice” -@hettjones
$25 million and
Facebook is spending
millions more on
providing Internet
connectivity in the
affected regions.”

✥

Change is hard at first,
messy in the middle, and
gorgeous at the end.
Robin Sharma
Photo: Getty Images

JAMES BLUNT

Technique: Let the facts
speak for themselves
The creator of Facebook put
down this troll with the cold
hard truth.

James with the jokes:
“And no mortgage. RT @hettjones: James Blunt just has
an annoying face and a highly
irritating voice”

For more on people who give it back to trolls
log on to www.toistudent.com

